Abstract.
1. Introduction. In recent years Arhangel'skiï [1] , [2], Siwiec [10] , and Michael [6] characterized images of certain kinds of spaces under certain kinds of mappings. These characterizations are summarized in Table 1 All the terms in this table are defined in [6] . Those terms having a direct bearing on the example in this paper will be defined in §2. The two entries in each of Columns C and D coincide in the presence of countable compactness; for Column C this was proved in [5, (D) As the proof will show, Y actually has the following property, which is stronger than countable compactness: Every infinite subset of Y has an infinite subset with compact closure. In the construction of Example 1.1, the Stone-Cech compactification ßN of the set N of nonnegative integers (with the discrete topology) plays a central role, and we make the convention that, for subsets of ßN, "closure" means closure in ßN. Thus the "closure" of any such set is necessarily compact.
Following [4, 6 .S, pp. 98-99], A' shall denote the boundary in ßN of a subset A of N. We remark that N' = ßN\N is closed in ßN and refer to [4, ibid.] for more details.
It is worthwhile to establish some lemmas to aid in the construction of the example, the first of these lemmas to be of a set-theoretic nature. Proof. Let </>(0) = 0 and x0 G G0 n H£(0)\W-Suppose inductively that xa G Ga n rV,a\\W for every a < ß < fi, and whenever a < y < ß, we have <b(a) < <b(y) and xa g W£(y). Define <b(ß) = sup{min{Y: xa G Wy): a < 0} and let Xß E Gß n H^^W7. Then 0 is as required. Since P is relatively discrete, P is locally compact and, hence, open in P. If the interior in A' of P were nonempty, then its intersection with P would be a nonempty open subset of A', in which case A' would have isolated points (again because P is relatively discrete), which it does not. Thus P is nowhere dense, and (c) is satisfied.
For (d), suppose A E A', A\ya is countable for all a, and A n P E S. If x E (A n P)\S, then x G Va for some a < ñ. Then x belongs to the closures of the two countable sets A\Va and P\Va. Since a P-point cannot be an accumulation point of a countable set in A', (A\\^)~ D P = 0. Since A n P C S, P n ¿\I£ = 0. By Lemma 2.2, (i4\l£)" D (P\^)_ = 0, contradicting the fact that x is in this intersection. Hence (Ä n P)\5 = 0, completing the proof of the lemma. Next, y is a k'-space. Let A E Y and y an accumulation point of A. We must produce a compact set K E Y such that y is an accumulation point of A C\ K. U y ¥= s, then y has a compact neighborhood and there is nothing to prove. We assume y = s and y £ A. Then/-1 (A) n S # 0. We claim 5^ n P ¥= 0 for all /t. By Lemma 2.3(e), it suffices to show (B'n\S) n S ¥= 0 for each n. If this intersection were empty for some n, then for some a, (B'n\S) n I£ = 0, so B'n n ^ is a compact subset of S. Since 4. Concluding comment. We conclude with a comment about the other entries in Column E of [6, Table 1 ]. Those other entries are: (1) paracompact A/-spaces, (2) spaces of pointwise countable type, (3) bi-Ac-spaces, and (6) kspaces. We do not know whether there is an example of a countably compact bi-A>space that is not of pointwise countable type. Otherwise, none of the entries in Column E of [6, [8] .
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